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level hgih Â Â Section The Ownership Section allows you to define certain message processing limits. Also, note that next to the name of the gateway¨ you can see the gateway version. The API Documentation section displays the API document associated with the API: when a developer clicks the Subscribe button, the subscription page opens. From
this point on, mobile apps have become a vehicle for organizations to not only engage customers more closely, but also to introduce mobility to the workforce that would in turn optimize processes and increase productivity. In this chapter, you will find:  an evolution of the walk-through platform into a third-generation overview an overview of the
Oracle API A platform looks at the architecture of the platform An introduction to the apiary The APIRY MANAGEMENT SERVICE INTRODUCTION TO THE API PLANS The Oracle API platform cloud service¨ A third-generation API management platform (refer to the preface for further contexts) built almost entirely from the ground to meet modern
integration requirements such as real-time access to information via the rest API. As its name suggests, the Ã¨ platform is a cloud-based platform as a service (PAA), meaning it can be purchased in a subscription-based model, measured or unmeasured. From here A developer can² select which client application must be subscribed to to use the API.
This will take the user on the service settings page described below. It also offered support for emerging standards such as the Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) with BPEL Process Manager, WS- * standards such as WS-Security with Web Services Management (WSM), rules-driven business rules (known as rules author ), and business
dashboards on time with activity monitoring (BAM). From this same page, on the top right side, Ã¨ you can search for existing API projects, open a project or create a new one in Blueprint or Swagger: Personal View-Create / API Search When a user clicks on Create New API Project, then the New API window appears. Creating comprehensive API
overview and Apiary documentation (API Blueprint or Swagger) is extremely important as this is what application developers will be looking at when consuming an API. However, when a project belongs to the team, the entire team can see it and those with designated rights can also edit it. Apiary offers two views: personal view and team view. From
here the user can also choose to leave a team: Ã Â The chapter started by providing a comprehensive walk through of how Oracle's API offering evolved from being a traditional SOA stack, into a 3rd generation API Platform, capable of satisfying numerous use cases and scenarios, both on-premise and cloud. He has more than 30 years¢ÃÂÂ
experience in the IT industry covering a wide range of software products and industry verticals. And therefore, when creating users in WebLogic console, they should be assigned to the corresponding WebLogic group that matches the Oracle APIP CS role to which the user is to belong to. Gateway runtime: This role indicates a service account used to
communicate from the gateway to the portal. From this same page, it is possible to test API resources again just like API consumers would-Apiary comes with a mock-up engine that automatically generates API mockups on the fly. From here it is also possible to unsubscribe any of the APIs: My Applications page¢ÃÂÂsubscriptions section The Grants
section allows for the creator of the application to also share management rights to other users and roles: My Applications page¢ÃÂÂthe Grants section Lastly, the Analytics section provides an application-centric view of the usage of those APIs the application is subscribed to. Administrators possess the rights of all other roles and rights to all objects
in the system. Refer to next section Service accounts for further information on authentication types supported. As shown in the following diagram, the plans are used to manage rights to one or more API, for example client applications can subscribe a certain plan and, through it, getting access to all the APIs associated with it: in the versions
Previous to 18.1.5, API managers must first publish each API on the developer portal before developers can identify them and sign them to client applications. In other words, the starting point: Oracle's API Generation Zero platform while SOA continued to earn popularity, the Oracle offer has evolved to offer richest functionalities to support serviceoriented architectures (SOA). We talked to Oracle executives of the impossibility to program maintenance in personalized days for the customer. This page is accessible only to administrators users and is divided into 3 sections. It is therefore a useful page if more than one API shares are needed, ie if you distribute more than an API: Gateway ¢ â € â €
Â "Section distribution The Grants section works similar to the API subsidies section but In the context of the logical gateway. The chapter ends with an Apiary overview even if not in great detail, as more information on how to make use of Apiary is available in Chapter 3, design the API. If the API is scarcely documented, application developers will
avoid its use by finding solutions that could also imply the creation of new APIs. API Developer Portal page Ã ¢ â € â € œ From this page you can access the API documentation (icon in the form of a document located on the left side of the section), as well as to create a subscription for the API. Follow a description of the options available in this view.
Andrew Bell works at Capgemini, where he is senior Applications for Oracle Practice. Gateway Page Ã¢ÂÂNodes Section The Distributions section page lists the APIs distributed in the logical gateway. This view can be very useful for developers looking for Analyze the use of APIs by a specific application: Oracle Apip CS user application page analysis
section was created following an API-FIRST approach. The home after accessing an API designer, from this page you can modify an API project or a Swagger file for an API project. Amazon API Gateway has an assessment of 8.0, while Oracle API Platform Cloud Service has an evaluation of 8.6. The main auditor of Amazon API Gateway writes "Safe,
easy to use, includes WAF rules, has a reactive technical support and provides excellent documentation". To prevent this problem from materialize, the APIARY test your API operation allows you to download and install a Dredd utility call. It is also appropriate to note that both the management console that the developer portal has already been
integrated with Apiary. Portal for developers: Web-based application in which developers can search and subscribe to bees. Here you can find all the API documentation and also where the application keys are provided after a subscription to an API. The purpose of the API gateway was (and it is still) to provide not only security capabilities offered
previously by the XML gateways, but also the routing capabilities of the messages offered by the ESB, however in the context of the REST APIs, and therefore Support different message notations (such as the JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) as an alternative to XML). Management portal: As the name suggests, it is here that the APIs, gateways and
users / roles are managed. The offer is perfectly aligned with the concept of 3rd generation API Platforms not only for its hybrid capabilities, but also for its flexible and scalable architecture that makes it suitable for use not only in traditional soa landscapes, but also modern Microservices architecture, both on-premise Cloud. This resource is used by
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BSE tsrif s'elcarO ,elpmaxe roF .tes eb nac latrop repoleved eht ot cificeps seitreporp ,noitces siht morf ,stseggus eman eht sA sgnittes lareneg mroftalp Â management become available. From here it is possible not only to view the key of  application  App Key in a short time, but also to reprint it. On  other hand,  main reviewer of Oracle API Platform
Cloud Service writes "Easy integration with Oracle Cloud and easy to use.Â" The Ã chapter continued by providing a detailed overview of  API Platform Cloud Service (APIP CS) architecture  Oracle and Apiary. From API creation, policy  access management, API documentation, documentation, and APIanalysis. The 3rd generation Platform APIs are
therefore not built as an enhancement or extension of previous offerings, but rather as a platform built from scratch to meet modern architectural needs with REST/Web APIs, microservice architectures and hybrid landscapes where information is distributed between systems distributed in the cloud (and not just one, but moreÃ¹ cloud) and onpremise data centers: 3rd generation Oracle API Platform That said, Oracle API Platform Cloud Service Ã¨ was launched in  beginning  2017 as a strong response to industry requests and as a leading product for API management in general. Analytics: Accessible via endpoint /apiplatform/analytics, this resource can be used to retrieve analytic metrics
for APIs, applications, and gateways. Assertions are the actual rules tested in real time by the editor against API projects: And the Playground section, as the name suggests, can be used to test assertions. Both the existing ones that are being modified and the new ones: From the People page of the Team View, administrator users can manage the
team. Developer Portal: Accessible via endpoint /apiplatform/developers, this resource provides equivalent and additional to those available through the There are several options available from this page, which is worthwhile to highlight: define the API domain used to uniquely determine a URL to access the documentation. If one does not exist, it
can be configured. For example, implementation of policy, implementation, documentation, security and monitoring are all the features provided within this page. Support Ã ¢ â,¬ | Video video elimination helps other professionals as if it evaluates the products. Services services are similar to API subsidies (explained in the API section) in any case in
the context of a service. This will take the user on the service account settings page described later. The Service Accounts page is used to effectively memorize authentication secrets that can be used by the service (registered on the Services page) when calling the backend endpoint URLs that require some authentication and authorization form.
Infrastructure as a code: a relatively new discipline, the infrastructure as a code is all about the intake of automation and management of the infrastructure provisioning by adopting practices originated in software engineering. For example, the API management suite of the 2nd Oracle generation (launched between 2013 and 2015), consisted of the
following components: Oracle API catalog 12C, an adaptation (simplification) of the repository of Oracle Enterprise (OER) to support The collection and cataloging of API API API 12C API, an extension for Oracle Service Bus (OSB) to support the ORACLE API Gateway 11G REST management features, an OEM by Axway's (Ex Vordel's) XML gateway
that is Adapted / extended status To support the rest and JSON payload more on this in Chapter 10, passing from the API 12C management to APIP CS. They can also manage API distributions to their gateways when the API subsidy implementation is issued by an API manager. With over 15 years of experience of Of IT solutions around the world, Luis
was exhibited at a wide variety of business problems, many of which has solved adopting traditional SOA architectures, API management and hour microservice architectures. A web-based application deployed in the Cloud Paas, offers functionality to manage an API throughout the life cycle. Presence of the application key when calling an API can
then be applied using the key validation policy. I am the Creator and the primary supporter of Kong, the Open-Source Microservice API API Gateway and offer Kong Konnect, a company level platform that offers connectivity and visibility for multi-cloudÃ â,¬ | Category Managementapi Platform Platform Cloud Service Paas 101APIGEE EDGEAMAZON
API GATEWAYMULESOFTOPERATING SYSTEMSUNSONSOLOFIFIEDMOBILE ApplicationNOTHE Oracle API Platform Platform Cloud offers an API life cycle management solution that supports agile API development. The most common users of the Oracle API platform cloud come from medium-sized company (51-1000 employees) and software
software for our computer. Agile Environment You need to develop our user definition / role Apprication and Management Management Management of the Management of Management Cloud Dispension from Microservice to the highest onesteir documentation page is really useful, however, they still have links interrupted by the classic version .
Needless to say, the popular website of soap-based web services has begun to decrease and the use of rest bees has become prevalent. The default value is set to 1024000. When a developer clicks any of the applications listed, the overview section opens. In Oracle Apip C CS Some subsidies are assigned by default to the different roles available as it
was shown in the following diagram: Oracle Apip CS-Roles To grant mapping in the same way, the following diagram provides a centric view of the subsidies, in whose concession and the group belongs to is described and therefore it is also mapped to the corresponding user roles osrevartta osrevartta elibissecca ¨Ã ehc cigolbew enoitseg id elosnoc
al etimart ititseg arocna onos ilour e itnetu ,IPA amrofattaip alled e ,x.3.71 ,x.2.71 inoisrev ellen ilour ied arutappam al rep inoiznevvos«Â SC PIPA elcarO :atinifederp enoizatsopmi rep elibinopsid ¨Ã enoiznevvos al ilauq i same URL as the management console, but with URI /console. Ã As described in the Preface of this book, the APIs are not really
new. There are only two types of users: Adjust: Non-administrators who have access to personal view and limited access to team view pages. The Ã product was the result of the merger of SOA Suite 10g with the recently acquired BEA Aqualogic offering. The documentation consists of two main parts: General API documentation: Put simply, free text
to help you describe the functionality and use of the API. The following screenshot shows the routing policy as shown in the management portal: Implementation Section Ã ④ ÂÂrouting policies Other: Complementary criteria offering functionality add-ins that do not fall under any of the above categories, such as service calls, registration, and custom
policies based on groovy scripts. From this section the details of the metadata associated with the application can be detailed, but especially the application key can be viewed and republished: ApplicationsÃ ④ ÂÂoverview page The subscription section lists all the APIs to which the application is subscribed. Maximum number of nested items in a
message: Specifies the maximum number of nested items allowed in a message. Enable/disable cross-source request headers (CORS). From this page you can see details of the URL of the physical host where the gateways are running. Maximum single message size: Specifies the maximum size of a single entity message, such as an element, attribute,
or comment. It consists of two main sections. The platform supports the entire API management lifecycle, from API design (using Apiary, which is described later¹ in the chapter) continuous integration, implementation, promotion, operations and dismantling/withdrawal. In other words, manage the volume of traffic sent to the API. Be the first on the
network to register an Oracle API review Cloud, and make your voice heard! The Oracle Platform Platform Platform provides an API lifecycle management solution that supports Agile API Development.Postman, based in San Francisco, offers their leading API development and free management of small teams and independent developers. Using
Oracle Public Cloud (OPC) PAAS APIS (/ instancemgmt) you can also automate the actual provisioning of Oracle APIP CS instances. The better the documentation, the more I use the API will receive. Each view provides a different set of navigation options. For example, by enabling or disabling the portal, setting your own basic URL and also enabling
or disabling the display of application keys once in the portal, all can be managed through this section: Portal Management Ã¢ â ̈¬ “Developer Portal Settings The developer portal API is a Web-based question intended for be used by application developers and / or API implementers in general (i.e., API managers, designers) to discover and subscribe
to the available APIs. The developer portal can also be used to manage applications: Oracle APIP CS “Developer Portal The landing page after a developer has logged into the developer portal is the API catalog. Remove the API project. If the relevant application has not already been created, you can create a new application directly from this page or
from the My Covered Applications page in the next section: From this page, developers can create and manage applications that use APIs. Properties such as application keys, API subscriptions and grants can be managed from this page. Service Managers: people responsible for managing resources who define backend services. They can be ortla'l
ortla'l e osetse otroppus li ,ardauqs alled enoizaroballoc al ©Ãhcnon ,IPA'lled enoitseg al atroppus )esirpretnE namtsoP e orP namtsoP( itla ¹Ãip sreiT .)otacifitrec( ortsed ovitarepo ametsis li otazzilitu eneiv ehc ognul a ¬Ãsoc ,ilacol o / e duolc ,oloclac id arutturtsarfni isaislauq ni etnemlautriv Features.Kong Inc. With the Oracle API platform cloud
service, develop APIs in a secure, agile environment, all while keeping an eye on key performance indicators for every aspect of the lifecycle. Documentation of API specifications: the Blueprint API or Swagger Document specification document for the API created in APIAY: API Implementation Page - Publishing Section The grants section allows you to
specify and then, check that users or groups can manage, distribute, register, groups and read private/public information for the API. Our representative, Dave, really saw our design valve and owned it throughout the process. Oracle SOA Suite 11G, released around 2008, Ã was an important milestone for Oracle and enjoyed extensive community
support and adoption of the expanded industry. It provides a total of calls, refusals and success errors. Check out our list of best API management vendors. The Ã¨ page is equivalent to the API Distributions section; However, all APIs deployed on the logical gateway are listed as opposed to a single API. When an API designer selects to be in of
personal view, the navigation options relevant to the creation, modification and management of API projects become visible. Complete these activities to start with the Oracle API platform cloud service. From here you can decide to create an API only accessible by its creator, a personal API or an API that can be viewed and modified by the whole
team, a team API: VIEW MY: Create/Search API Project a concept Understanding Up-Front When you create a new API project¨ the notion that an API belongs to a person or a team. After projecting a service instance, creating users and gateway nodes, the tutorials provide a complete end-to-end scenario for managing and consuming services with the
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seitiweiapac eht fo ediv citsiloh p ot redro ni debircsed erew hcae nihtiw snoitces dna segap tnereffid ehT .trats eht morf avoids neeb sah elcar Migration of large data sets, but its capabilities organization and leadership were soon noticed, which successfully applied through a variety of of data migration projects. From this page, API registrations
can be created, approved, rejected, or suspended: API Implementation Page - API Registration Section The Analytics section provides especially close dashboards and statistics and statistics for the API. The chapter then continued to describe the API platform management portal and platform developer portals. During this same period, cloud
computing also had a serious choice for large organizations to manage their workloads. In the following section, Ã¨ described how Oracle's offering evolved from a centric architecture of the corporate service bus to become a fully functional platform SOA / SCA-rich (monolithic), and thus evolving into a distributed architecture, lighter weight¹, and
therefore, Suitable for hybrid architectures and microservices. Only administrator users have access to Vista team people, style and billing pages: From this page, some basic default settings can be specified by Administrator. This Ã is important as required by the common question when implementing an Ã gateway¨ which Ã¨ the maximum message
size that can be managed, so these details cannot be viewed but also modified from this page. Developer Portal Extensions: in some scenarios, you may need to extend the developer portal, incorporated some features developer portal within other corporate intranet portals or simply create custom portable front-ends (ie¨ for individual APIs). Virtually
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a esab ni etacrec eresse onossop e iuq etnemlaizini etacnele onos amrofattaip allen etaerc IPA el ettut otnauq ni IPA ogolatac nu ehcna ¨Ã elaizini anigap aL .IPA Ãtinu elled tset id Ãticapac e IPA elled affeb ,IPA enoizatnemucod ,IPA ngised odilos nu ottut id amirp As the team’s skills mature and more product features are needed, upgrading to a paid
plan is probably a good idea at this point. Therefore, when managing users and groups groups APIP CS, it is essential to understand that each role has a corresponding WebLogic user group. If you are using Oracle API Platform Cloud Service in a user-managed environment, you can find the Oracle API Platform Cloud Service â Classic library here.
The management portal is the main console of the Oracle API platform. WebLogic Console is configured to support Compute, Oracle Traffic Director (OTD) and Database Cloud nodes: all management services, including management portals and developers, run on the Oracle cloud infrastructure. Management Service: Accessible through the endpoint
/apiplatform/management, this resource offers functionality equivalent to and additional to those available through the management portal. There are six grants available: Manage API: Lets you change the definition and issue grants for the API View all details: Lets you view all information about the API in the management portal Deploy API: Lets you
deploy or uninstall the API on a gateway for which you have deployment rights View public details: Cons Displays the public details of this API on the De Register Developer Portal: Allows users to register their applications to use the Registration API Request: Allows users to request registration of their applications to use the API implementation page
Grants section Developers who can access the Developer Portal can create applications that are then registered to use a certain APIs to which they have gained access. API designers: This role does not exist in the API platform, but represents API managers and/or application developers who have access to Apiary and can then produce API projects,
participate in the API design process and/or ecirtagiveL ecirtagiveL .itatnemelpmi IPA tniopdne ilg osrev etamaihc el idartsni ,yraipA id pu-kcom erotom li erazzilitu id ecevni ehc odom ni yxorP nu eratilibasid/eratilibA .IPA anigap allen etneserp IPA acificeps anu a yraipA id enoizatnemucod al has been involved his whole career in the integration
space, with over 12 years of experience in the IT Industry. The policies that can be applied to request payloads are as following: Security: policies that focused on enforcing authentication, authorization, key validation, and other thread protection policies such as IP filtering and cross-origin resource sharing (CORS): Implementation
section¢ÃÂÂsecurity policies Traffic management: this group of policies deliver capabilities to throttle and limit the number of API calls made by consumers based on multiple criteria. Administrator: System administrators responsible for assigning people roles in the system. From the Settings section, it is possible to edit a REST endpoint name and its
corresponding URL. In fact, more capabilities are available via the API than available than from the portals¢ÃÂÂat least in the first release of the product. Weblogic Group Oracle APIP CS Role APIManagers API Manager APPDevelopers Application Developer APIGatewayManagers Gateway Manager APICSAdministrators Administrator
APIGatewayRuntimeUsers Gateway Runtime ServiceManagers Service Managers From the Platform Settings page, general management, and developer portals properties can be set, such as, time zone settings, contact information, base URLs and others. We do not post reviews by company employees or direct competitors. Management
portal¢ÃÂÂroles page To better understand users and roles of in Oracle APIP CS, the following diagram illustrates some of the main roles available in the platform (including in Apiary) and how they relate to the different components of the platform: API manager: People responsible for managing the API lifecycle, which includes designing,
implementing, and versioning APIs. Also responsible for managing grants and applications, providing API documentation, and monitoring API performance. Note that for this to work, an application has to be created by the As As a designer works on the API design, the right-hand side of the screen dynamically renders to show the specification in
styled HTML 5. This includes for example managing service accounts. For example, the management APIs /apiplatform/ and /instancemgmt/ could be used in any of the following use cases: Configuration management: Using the /management/ resource to version control APIs (that is, in a GIT) and manage releases (that is, in Nexus). The calls can be
seen classified by total numbers and type of error/rejection. The Dashboard section provides a summary of the validation outcomes for all APIs within the team. There are two main sections. Starting from the release 18.1.5 a new feature is introduced to the API Platform called Plans. API implementation page¢ÃÂÂanalytics section As it was briefly
described earlier, an application in Oracle APIP CS represents the consumers for one or many APIs. For API-Platform an application is just a logical representation, therefore it does not matter what the application actually is. When an application is registered to a given API, an application-key is provided. If properly implemented, a plan can act as act
as an accounting log of who/when/which/how many times any given API within the plan was consumed. All of this is available by using the /developers/ resources. For example, new users can be invited to join the team and/or existing users can be made admins or regular users. Read more Unlock this book with a 7 day free trial. There are a few
features available in the editor that are worth highlighting. REST APIs: Oracle APIP CS was built following an API-first approach and therefore, all functionality available via the different portals are also accessible via the REST endpoints. From the Assertions section, assertions can be enabled, disabled, modified or created (for the last two options a
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